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the asia-pacific telecommunity (apt) was founded in 1979 on the joint initiatives of the un economic and social commission for asia and the pacific (unescap) and the international telecommunication union (itu). it is the central intergovernmental organization for information and communications technology in the asia-pacific region. it
operates in conjunction with telecom service providers, manufacturers of communications equipment, and research and development organizations active in the field of communication, information and innovation technologies. virtually all critics of the un summit in astana say they want to see it return to the level of paris, but also
say that they do not trust the russian president. given all the perceived political complications of the astana process, the eu says that it is not yet ready to accept russia's proposal that the eu head of delegation should be the eu's enlarged commission president, jean-claude juncker. a german proposal to share the eu's head of
delegation and its rotating president, seen as a signal of the european side's willingness to compromise, was well received by moscow, but the british and the french leaders were less keen. at 3:08 p.m. on december 21 the un general assembly agreed to "temporarily suspend" membership privileges of the organisation of islamic
cooperation (oic) for a period of one year. the draft resolution, adopted on a vote of 102 in favour to none with 7 abstentions, called on member states to "protect all international law". it also urged un member states to act swiftly to implement the necessary recommendations of the global compact for safe, orderly and regular
migration on a regional and national level.
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-- developing digital content to engage supporters and help volunteers during the campaign. this includes voter guides and policy packages that introduce campaign supporters and volunteers to policy areas that are a priority for the campaign, campaign resources for volunteers, and policy proposals that support the campaign's
policy priorities. -- a video series, one on one with joe, featuring supporters and volunteers making their way through the campaign. each video will feature one of joe biden's key supporters sharing a personal story about why it is important to vote for joe biden on election day. (catch up with one on one with joe here.) the campaign
will build a volunteer team for the campaign, and is seeking active volunteers across the country who have a proven track record of working with diverse communities and reaching communities of color. people interested in volunteering should fill out the attached volunteer interest form and return it via email. the campaign is also
currently looking for local media in key states and battlegrounds to enable the campaign to reach the aapi community on television and radio. the campaign is taking steps to develop local broadcast partnerships with ethnic media in the key states and battlegrounds. the campaign's ads will air nationally on radio, digital and print

platforms, as well as platforms in arizona, florida, michigan, minnesota, nevada, north carolina, pennsylvania, texas, virginia, and wisconsin. with today's announcement, the biden for president team further announced that u.s. senator kamala harris (d-ca) has been selected to be the campaign's co-chair for iowa and has been named
the campaign's state campaign director for california. 5ec8ef588b
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